FabGuard® Analysis Server
Enhance Existing Fault Detection
and Classification Systems

A dva n c e d M o d e l i n g, Data An alysis and Visualiz ation
Ca pa bi lit i e s M a d e S i m pl e
Increase Yi eld by Expandi ng
Process Data Analysi s

Predicti ve Metrolog y for
better Process Control
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To obtain the best run-by-run process control quality at a

analyze every variable in the factory to apply advanced
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multivariate SPC and modeling. Detecting faults caused
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by the interactions of multiple process variables is accom-

control accuracy and precision by providing virtual metrol-
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measurements to predict outcomes and optimize run‑by-
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run process control. The use of predictive metrology

perform Fault Detection, Fault Classification and Metrology

models enables engineers to obtain higher quality process

Prediction. These tools highlight excursions that simple
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univariate FDC systems will never detect. FabGuard AS
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in-line measurements are necessary to react to unexpect-

Advanced techniques available with FabGuard Analysis Server
Model Type

ed process shifts.

Use

SPC Control (e.g., X-bar S, EWMA, etc.)
Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
Time Series Univariate Envelope
Time Series PCA Envelope (Multi-Way PCA)

Fault Detection

Time Series PLS Envelope (Multi-Way PLS)
Stepwise Optimal Hierarchical Clustering
Rule-Based Expert System (Logic)

Fisher Discriminant Analysis
Support Vector Machines

Partial Least Squares Regression (PLS)
Ordinary Least Squares Regression (OLS)

Ordinary Least Squares Regression (OLS)

Fault Classification

Metrology Prediction

Root Cause Analysis

Metrology Prediction example showing training and validation
of Cu Deposition Rate.

FabGuard Analysis Server

Expert System, and Support Vector Machines provide process and equipment engineers with the tools to identify the
root cause of an excursion. With these fault classification
techniques, engineers can quickly implement a solution and
avoid the time normally spent troubleshooting.

OUR EXPERTI SE IS YOUR
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
The worldwide INFICON team of expert applications
development engineers are your resource for installation,

Process Kit Life with Dynamic SPC Limits

evaluation and support. Our semiconductor applications

Simple and E ffect ive Run-by-Run
Process Controller

engineers are highly trained in sensor installation & control,

Creating run-by-run process controllers for multivariate

experience. We provide you a complete diagnostic solution

systems is costly and time consuming. Simple single variable process controllers are typically not capable of controlling outputs to the required tolerances. FabGuard Analysis
Server employs a unique model inversion technique to

integration & data analysis, and have a wealth of process
so you can focus on managing your process & equipment.

Getting even more out of
FabGuard
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FabGuard Analysis Server is
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Cost Reduct i on and Throughput
Increase From Reduced In-Li ne
Metrology

any existing FDC system. With advanced data analysis,

In-line metrology increases the overall process cycle time

and sensor integration needs grow, FabGuard Data Server
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tool throughput by predicting the metrology for every run in
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and fault detection capabilities. When upgrading to any of

FabGuard AS enables active inline metrology prediction, as
well as fault detection and classification. As data gathering

the FabGuard Suite of products, users benefit from a famil-

Reduce Time to Recovery by
using Fault Classification

iar interface which allows for rapid deployment with minimal

Using fault classification techniques available in FabGuard

For more information, visit www.FabGuard.com.

additional training.

Analysis Server, engineers reduce fault recovery time
by determining the root cause of the fault more quickly.
Classification models such as Fisher Discriminant Analysis,
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